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MyLIVE is the new digital streaming 
distribution service brought to you by 
the people you trust at IMG Artists.

MyLIVE is an efficient and cost-
effective solution for connecting 
your venue’s live performances 
with your at-home audience.
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MyLIVE...

• Is designed with performing arts presenters 
 and venues in mind

• Gives your audience the option to enjoy live 
 performances from the comfort of their homes

• Works with your existing infrastructure, including 
 physical ticketing services, so that individual tickets 
 and subscriptions can access streams, and tickets 
 can potentially be geotargeted

• Is scalable and flexible – from streaming through 
 OTT integration

 OTT integration allows you to have your own channel   
 on Smart TVs and streaming devices like Roku, Amazon
 Fire TV and Apple TV!

• Provides real-time and in-depth reporting for enhanced  
 consumer research and engagement

• Provides additional advertising and pre/post-concert 
 talk opportunities within the live stream
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How MyLIVE Works...

Before the Show
1. MyLIVE builds you a bespoke player and ticket redemption page that reflects your individual branding*

2. MyLIVE is integrated with your ticketing service 

3. Your audience purchases their digital tickets

Show Night
4. You connect your single or multi-camera streaming set up to MyLIVE with an ethernet 
 cable or via the AWS Elemental Live box

 An Amazon Web Services (AWS) Elemental Live box efficiently formats live video 
 for delivery from a single camera unit. It processes video streams in real time, taking 
` a live video source and compressing it into multiple versions for distribution to viewers. 
 AWS Elemental Live lets you keep delivering high-quality video with the latest features 
 and standards as screens and devices change

5. Your video is encrypted to prevent download and sharing

6. The digital ticket allows your audience to view the encrypted video on their chosen device

7. Your at-home audience enjoys the performance as well as your own preferred content 
 (e.g. advertising, pre/post-concert talks with interactive Q&A feature)

8. A MyLIVE account manager will be on hand for customer service needs 
 before/during the performance

Post-show
9. You will receive detailed reporting from the event including viewership figures, repeat traffic,
 duration of views, unique visitors, geographical breakdown of viewership (geotagged via viewers’ 
 IP addresses), viewer engagement and more
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*MyLIVE Basic packages receive a branded player 

on the MyLIVE-now.com website.



MyLIVE Packages

Up to 4 performances/month
Up to 75 tickets/performance

(additional usage for an extra fee)

Ticket service integration

Access to your personal  MyLIVE 
nerve center with real-time 

data and reporting

Technical and Customer Support

Venue/Presenter branded page on 
MyLIVE portal and API integration*

Additional features available 
for an extra fee

The Basic package plus

3 -10 shows/month
Up to 150 tickets/performance

(additional usage for an extra fee)

White labelled portal 
that seamlessly integrates 

with the venue’s/presenter’s 
own branding and website

Digital advertising for 
a low extra fee

The Premium package plus

5 - 20 shows/month
Unlimited tickets/performance

(additional shows for an extra fee)

Digital advertising 
included in package

BASIC PREMIUM ULTRA

*API integration allows you to post the encrypted stream to multiple locations. 
For example, you could use your MyLIVE page to stream the concert, and have 
a second, special location for patrons/sponsors with additional content. 5
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We look forward to speaking with you about how MyLIVE 
can help you achieve your live-streaming goals 
and maintain the connection with your audience

Thia Knowlton
SVP, Booking Manager

646-729-5311
tknowlton@imgartists.com

Sara Barasch
VP, Booking Manager

631-804-2949
sbarasch@imgartists.com

www.mylive-now.com  www.imgartists.com
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